
Environmental sounding – This bold, red line 
represents the actual measured temperatures in the 
atmosphere (Label: 1). The temperature sounding is 
the jagged line running from bottom to top on the dia-
gram. The sounding line is always to the right of the 
dewpoint temperature line.

Dewpoint plot – This bold, green, jagged line runs 
from the bottom to the top of the diagram and it is the 
vertical plot of dewpoint temperature (Label: 2). The 
dewpoint line is always to the left of the environmental 
temperature sounding. The dewpoint is the tempera-
ture to which a given parcel of air must be cooled at 
constant pressure and constant water-vapor content 
in order for saturation (condensation) to occur.

Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate (DALR) – The DALR is 
a rate of cooling (9.8 degrees Celsius per kilometer) 
due to an adiabatic expansion of a rising, unsaturated 
parcel of air. These slightly curved, light red, dashed 
lines on the Skew-T Log-P diagram arc to the right 
from the lower right upward with increasing height. 
Weather articles often reference the DALR as it per-
tains to thermals (Label: 3). 

Moist Adiabatic Lapse Rate (MALR) – The 
MALR is a rate of cooling that depends on the mois-
ture content of the air of a rising, saturated parcel of 
air. Owing to the release of latent heat, the MALR 
is less than the DALR. However, the MALR does 
increase with an increase in height since cold air has 
less moisture content than warm air. With the  higher
altitude and less water content available in that 
colder air, the MALR begins to approach that of the 
DALR. The MALR is indicated by dashed, light green 
lines that start to run vertical from the lowest portion 
of the chart but then curve to the left with increasing 
altitude (Label: 4). 

Saturation mixing ratio lines – Saturation mixing 
ratio is the dimensionless ratio of the mass of water 
vapor to the mass of dry air. On the energy diagram, it 
is expressed in a value of grams-per-kilogram. These 
light green-brownish, dashed lines run from just left of 
vertical upward to just right of vertical (Label: 5). The 
mixing ratio line values are labeled on the bottom of 
the diagram.






